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Cisco Unified Presence Fundamentals (Networking Technology: IP Communications)Cisco Press, 2010

	Unified Communications and Collaboration is on the so-called “Hot List” in any forum wherein people are discussing communications and ways to better stay in touch. This book is aimed at explaining the concepts, ideas, and capabilities behind Presence, which is likely one of the least understood and most underestimated features in...
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Microsoft Excel 2003 Programming Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2003
You’re a sophisticated user of Excel—a real pro with spreadsheets—so now dig  into its powerful programming capabilities and really put your data to work!  From writing code in Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) to taking  advantage of new XML data-sharing features, this book packs hundreds of  timesaving programming...
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Applied Mathematics for Database Professionals (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
Relational databases hold data, right? They indeed do, but to think of a database as nothing more than a container for data is to miss out on the profound power that underlies relational technology. A far more powerful way of thinking lies in relational technology's foundation in the mathematical disciplines of logic and set theory.
Databases...
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Exam Ref 70-412 Configuring Advanced Windows Server 2012 R2 Services (MCSA)Microsoft Press, 2014

	Fully updated for Windows Server 2012 R2! Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-412—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of advanced configuration tasks for Windows Server infrastructure. Designed for experienced IT professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed...
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Computer Graphics Through OpenGL®: From Theory to ExperimentsCRC Press, 2019

	
		COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE OF SHADERS AND THE PROGRAMMABLE PIPELINE

	
		From geometric primitives to animation to 3D modeling to lighting, shading and texturing, Computer Graphics Through OpenGL®: From Theory to Experiments is a comprehensive introduction to computer graphics which uses an active...
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Mastering Integrated HTML and CSSSybex, 2007
Mastering Integrated HTML and CSS maintains the "integrated" approach used in Virginia DeBolt's earlier book and throughout her web teaching. Mastery-level HTML and CSS is treated as a single topic, taught together because the fastest workflows and most effective web sites develop these pieces together.
   The Mastering series from...
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Networking FundamentalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A clear and concise resource on Windows networking, perfect for IT beginners

	
		Did you know that nearly 85% of IT support roles require a good understanding of networking concepts? If you are looking to advance your IT career, you will need a foundational understanding of Windows networking. Network...
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Microsoft Office Word 2003 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2003
Hey, you know your way around a document—so now dig into Word 2003 and really  put your word processing expertise to work! This supremely organized reference  packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds  all in concise, fast-answer format. It’s all muscle and no fluff. Discover the  best and fastest...
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Expert PL/SQL Practices: for Oracle Developers and DBAsApress, 2011

	Expert PL/SQL Practices is a book of collected wisdom on PL/SQL programming from some of the best and the brightest in the field. Each chapter is a deep-dive into a specific problem, technology, or feature set that you’ll face as a PL/SQL programmer. Each author has chosen their topic out of the strong belief that what they...
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Handbook of Sport PsychologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
It certainly is gratifying and exciting for me, as coeditor of the two previous editions of this Handbook (i.e., Singer, Murphy, & Tennant, 1993; Singer, Hausenblas, & Janelle, 2001), to realize the impact this type of resource book has had on the field of sport psychology in general, and on so many individuals around the world. These...
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Magic For DummiesFor Dummies, 1998

	You don’t need a white tiger, expensive props, or hours of preparation to do magic. With a little practice, some clever misdirection (which lays at the heart of all magic tricks), and showmanship, you can surprise family, friends, and coworkers using a few everyday items!


	If you’re looking to saw a beautiful women in...
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Trading to Win: The Psychology of Mastering the Markets (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 1998
A breakthrough programfor achieving new heights of trading success
The product of a five-year collaboration between Dr. Ari Kiev, a leading psychiatrist renowned for his success with Olympic athletes, and top equities trader Steve Cohen, Trading to Win gives you the essential tools to overcome outmoded, self-limiting beliefs and mindsets that...
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